''The Role of Elasticity in Hardness Testing'' was recommended as an ASM Classic paper by Carlos H. Cáceres, Senior Lecturer in Casting Technology, School of Engineering (Materials), The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia. According to Dr. Cáceres, ''Shaw and DeSalvo's paper showed that the explanation of indentation hardness given in terms of Hill's slip line field theory, made popular, among others, by Tabor in his book, 'The Hardness of Metals,' was in error, since it ignores the elastic stress field around the indentation.'' ''Alternatively, Shaw and DeSalvo proposed a first principles model for blunt indenters based on Hertz's analysis, relating hardness to the true yield stress of the material through an ''elastic'' constraint factor. Their rational approach enables a simple understanding of the role of strain hardening on the hardness value measured by actual indenters, which are only nearly perfectly blunt. Among many other virtues, this theory accounts for the barrel and pincushion patterns of the Vickers test, the value of the Meyer exponent, and the origin of the residual stresses in peened surfaces.'' ''Many researchers and engineers are still not aware of this most significant theoretical development, and continue to use concepts derived from the slip line field theory explanation despite its misrepresentation of the microplasticity of hardness indentation. Bringing Shaw and DeSalvo's paper to the attention of present readers will be a most useful service to the materials community.'' This paper received the ASM Wilson Award at the time.
